
/\ceania is a vast region in the South
[rlPacific Ocean. lt includes the conti-
nent of Australia and the large islands
of New Zealand and Papua New
Guinea.There are thousands of smaller
islands as well.They are scattered
across hundreds of square miles of
ocean.The Pacific lslands form three
major groups called Melanesia,
Micronesia, and Polynesia.

The continent of Antarctica lies to
the south of Oceania. On some world
maps, you see Antarctica as a narrow
strip of land along the bottom. ln fact,
Antarctica is the fifth largest continent
in the world. Near the center of this
frozen landmass is the South Pole.The
stormy waters of the Pacific and lndian
oceans isolate Antarctica from the
other lands in this region.
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Physical Features

The landmasses in this region include both
continents and islands. An island is a body
of land surrounded by water. But most conti-
nents are also surrounded by water. What is
the difference between an island and a conti-
nent? To a geographer, the main difference is
size. lslands tend to be small, and continents
are large. Australia is the smallest continent.
But it is still over three times as large as
Greenland, the largest island on Earth.

No one knows the exact number of islands
in Oceania. Geographers estimate that
between 20,000 and 30,000 islands dot this
region. Some of them are large, such as the
North and South lslands of New Zealand.
Other islands are tiny specks in the sea.

Oceania

Australia is the largest landmass in Oceania.
Most of the country is low-lying and very flat.
One major mountain range, Great Dividing
Range, runs along the eastern edge.The
interior of Australia, called lhe outback, is a
series of low plateaus and plains,The Western
Plateau covers a great part of the continent.

Three deserts ring theWestern Plateau.
The Simpson Desert is famous for its red
sand dunes. Row upon row of dunes, as
much as 200 miles long, ripple across the
land.The GreatVictoria and Great Sandy
desefts also have hills of red sand.

The rest of Oceania consists entirely of
islands.The cluster north and east of Australia
is called Melanesia.This name means
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No one lives on this Polynesian island chain, which
lies off the coast of New Zealand's North lsland.

"black islands." lt refers to the dark skin of
the people who first settled there.The islands
of Melanesia lie south of the equator.

North of Melanesia are the more than
2,000 islands of Micronesia.This name
means "tiny islands." Most of the islands of
Micronesia are low-lying coral islands.They
are scattered on both sides of the equator.

The third island area, Polynesia, is the
largest of the three.This name means "many
islands." Polynesia includes New Zealand,
Tahiti, Samoa, and Hawaii, as well as islands
too small to map,The islands of Polynesia are
separated by hundreds of miles of sea.

Antarctica

Most of Antarctica is covered by ice sheets.
This ice ranges from one to three miles deep.
Beneath all this ice, Antarctica has mountains
and valleys like other continents.

TheTransantarctic Mountains wind across
the continent.They divide it into East and
West Antarctica.The South Pole lies in East
Antarctica.The Antarctic Peninsula juts out
from West Antarctica like a tail.To the east
of this peninsula is the Weddell Sea.
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Climate

This geographic region covers a large part
of Earth. lt stretches from north of the equator
all the way to the South Pole. Because there
are such differences in latitude, every climate
zone is represented.

These contrasts in climate result in part
from the amount of sunlight each climate
zone receives year round.The solar energy at
the equator is the strongest. lt also varies little
throughout the seasons.The solar energy at
the poles is the weakest. ln Antarctica, the
sun disappears completely in winter.

Antarctica has an ice cap climate zone.
It is very cold all year.The snow and ice are
permanent. ln contrast, some places nearer
the equator have a tropical wet climate. lt is
hot and rainy all year round.

Oceania

Australia has been called a "desert continent
with green edges." lts center has an arid and
semiarid climate.

Australia's coastal areas are not so dry.
The northern coast has a tropical wet and
dry climate. lt is hot all year with rainy and
dry seasons. Part of the eastern coast has a
humid subtropical climate, Hot, rainy sum-
mers follow mild winters with some rain.

Farther south, the eastern coast has a
marine west coast climate. Summers are
warm, winters are cold, and there is rainfall
year-round. Australia's southern coast has a
Mediterranean climate. lt is warm all year
with dry summers and short, rainy winters.

New Zealand has a mild, marine west
coast climate. Most of the other islands of
Polynesia, Melanesia, and Micronesia have a

tropical wet climate.
But opposite sides of some islands can

have different weather. ln the South Pacific,
the trade winds near the equator blow from
east to west. So when the wind hits an
island's east, or windward, side, it stirs up
rough surf near the shore.

Scientists learn to live with the cold at McMurdo.
a research station on Antarctica run by the United
States. Which months would be the most comfortable
there?

lf there are highlands on an island, the air
will rise as the wind moves up the windward
slope. As air rises, it cools.The cooler air
drops any moisture it might be carrying, so
this side of the island gets rain.

By the time the wind reaches the down-
wind, or western, slope of the island, it has
lost both moisture and strength. As a result,
the downwind side of an island is usually
drier than the windward side.The water on
the downwind coast is calmer as well.

Antarctica

Antarctica is the coldest place on Earth.
The lowest temperature ever recorded, -129"E
was atVostok Station in Antarctica in 1983.
But even this freezing ice cap climate has
some variety. lt is drier and colder on the
inland plateau. On the coastline, there are
slightly warmer, wetter conditions. At
McMurdo Station, summer temperatures
may rise above freezing, to 40'F or even 50oE
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Vegetation

The many climate zones in this region result
in a great variety of plants. Australia alone
has eight different vegetation areas. One such
area, chaparral, is found in southern Australia.

Chaparral is a major plant community in
many parts of the world. lt is found on the
west coast of the United States and around
the Mediterranean Sea.

Areas with chaparral have cool, wet
winters and hot, dry summers.The most
common plants are shrubs and small trees.
Most have small, leathery leaves that hold in
moisture. Some chaparral plants have shallow
roots that spread out to catch water as rain
falls. Others send roots deep into the ground
to search for groundwater.

Because summers are so hot and dry, fires
are common in chaparral zones. But chaparral
plants are adapted to fire. Some plants resist
fires or grow back quickly after a blaze. Fires
clear the ground, making new growth possi-
ble.The seeds of some chaparral plants will
sprout only after being heated in fire.

Fires are so common in the chaparral that the driest
months in Australia are called "bushfire season."

Oceania

Desert and desert scrub cover the dry, central
part of Australia. Most of northern Australia
is covered in tropical grassland.The grasses
and scattered trees are adapted to the tropical
wet and dry climate. Broadleaf evergreen
forest grows on Australia's northeastern
coast.The southeastern coast is blanketed
by mixed forests. ln the mountains of south-
eastern Australia, a small area of highlands
vegetation is found.

The islands of Melanesia, Micronesia, and
Polynesia mostly have broadleaf evergreen
forests. New Zealand is an exception. lt lies
farther south in a milder area. New Zealand's
North lsland is covered in mixed forests.The
South lsland has a mix of temperate grass-
land, highlands, and mixed forests.

Antarctica

Few plants can survive in Antarctica's cold
climate. Some mosses grow in rocky areas of
the coast.Two kinds of flowering plants grow
on the Antarctic Peninsula. Lichens grow on
the coast and in inland valleys.

Tropical rainforests cover many islands in the South
Pacific. Ferns and other broadleaf evergreen plants
surround this waterfall on the Samoa lslands.
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f\ceania may not look much like the
Vrest of the world. Still, it has 14 inde-
pendent countries. The smallest country
is Nauru,This island of less than nine
square miles has a population of more
than 10,000. Australia is the largest
country, in both area and population. lt
is home to more than 20 million people.

Antarctica has no permanent popula-
tion. lt is not a nation. Many countries
have agreed to share this unusual conti-
nent for scientific research.The population
of visitors ranges from about 4,000 in the
summer to 1,000 in the winter.

The countries of Oceania are loosely
linked by their location in the vast Pacific,
Still, great distances separate them. For
most of their history, the peoples of this
region lived in isolated groups and
developed their own cultures.
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History

For thousands of years, the first inhabitants
of Oceania were sheltered from the rest of
the world,Then European explorers came
to these islands,Their arrival brought major
changes to Oceania,

EarlyTimes

Historians think that Oceania's first people
came from Southeast Asia thousands of years
ago.They followed land bridges from place to
place when possible.They traveled by water,
too, using rafts and canoes. Polynesia was the
last of the island groups to be settled.The
Polynesian islands are farther apart and could
be reached only by long voyages.

As people settled on the islands, they built
villages and a way of life that centered on
the sea. Most people lived in family groups
known as tribes,They ate fish and tropical
fruits such as coconuts,They also grew root
crops such as yams and taro.

The first people to live in Australia are
called Aborigines.They were nomads who
traveled in bands.They hunted and gathered
their food. Aborigines lived in Australia for at
least 50,000 years before Europeans came.

The Colonial Period

ln the 1500s, Europeans began to explore the
region.The first regular visitors to the region
were whalers. People in Europe and the
Americas burned whale oil in their lamps in
the 1800s. Whalers came to Oceania in search
of these giant sea mammals.

OceaniaTimeline

ln time, European colonists began to settle
in the region. At first, they traded with the
people who lived there. Later, they estab-
lished large farms and ranches.The colonists
raised fruits, sugarcane, and livestock. By
1900, most South Pacific islands were
colonies of European countries,

Australia has a different history from the
rest of the region. ln 1788, Great Britain
turned Australia into a prison colony. People
convicted of crimes were shipped to Australia
to serve their prison terms.This practice
ended by 1868, Gold was discovered in
Australia in 1851.This news brought many
new settlers to the colony.

The coming of Europeans was a disaster
for most of the region's indigenous peoples.
Often they lost most of their land. Many died
of sickness brought by the Europeans. Some
died fighting the Europeans over control of
their homelands.

The Modern Era

The 1900s brought independence to much
of Oceania. Australia became independent
in 1901. New Zealand followed in 1907.

Since the 1960s, other South Pacific island
groups have gained their freedom as well.
Samoa was the first, in 1962. Fiji andTonga
followed in 1970. Palau, the newest country in
the region, gained its independence in 1994.

The countries of Oceania are working to
make life better for their people. ln 1971,
they formed the South Pacific Forum. lt
encourages trade and friendship among the
countries of the region.
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Population

Oceania and Antarctica is the most thinly
settled region in the world. lt has less than
one percent of the world's population.This
small population is growing slowly. No one
really lives in Antarctica. But more people
visit every year as researchers and tourists.

Seven out of 10 people in Oceania live
in urban areas.This number varies from
place to place. ln Australia and New Zealand,
close to 9 out of 10 people live in cities. ln
Polynesia and Melanesia, less than half
of the people live in urban areas.

Four out of five people in Oceania are
Christians.Two thirds of these Christians
belong to Protestant churches. One third

Oceania: Urban and Rural Population, 2000

are Roman Catholics.The next three largest
religious groups are Muslims, Hindus, and
Buddhists. A small part of the population still
follows traditional religions of the native
groups. One out of 10 people in this region
practices no religion at all.

Oceania: Major Religions
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Economic Activity

Oceania is rich in minerals and energy
resources. lts waters are full of fish. ln areas
with more land, livestock raising has become
an important economic activity.

European settlers brought sheep and cattle
with them to Oceania.These animals adapted
well to conditions in Australia and New
Zealand.Today there are 12 sheep for every
person living in New Zealand. Wool from
New Zealand sheep is used to make carpets,
blankets, and fine yarn for knitting. Cattle in
Australia provide beef and dairy products,
much of which is sold to Asia.

Resources

Precious metals are a key resource for this
region. Australia is one of the leading produc-
ers of diamonds in the world. Gold, silver,
and copper are also mined there. Papua New
Guinea also has gold mines.

Fossil fuels are found in many places in
this region. Australia has huge resources of
oil, coal, and natural gas. But these deposits
are far from settlements. lt is expensive to
get to them. New Zealand and Papua New
Guinea have natural gas and oil deposits.
Both Australia and New Zealand use hydro-
electric power as a source of energy.

Sheep ranches in Australia and New Zealand produce
large amounts of wool. Woolen mills like this one turn
that wool into yarn for cloth, sweaters, and carpets.

Land Use

Subsistence farming is common in the Pacific
lslands.The biggest cash crop is copra, which
is dried coconut meat.

Some commercialfarming takes place on
the eastern and southern coasts of Australia.
But much of Australia's dry land is used for
livestock raising. ln New Zealand, half the
land is used for farming and livestock raising.
Forestry thrives in the islands' wooded areas.

Many people depend on commercial
fishing across this large region. Boats from
many countries fish in the waters of the
South Pacific.

Trade and manufacturing are centered in
the cities of this region. Factories in Australia
produce a wide range of goods, including
cars, medicines, and electrical appliances.

Processed foods are New Zealands' most
valuable manufactured goods. Food process-
ing plants turn milk into butter and cheese.
Meat processing plants freeze lamb and beef
for export around the world.

Workers shell coconuts at a copra factory inTonga.
The economy of many small South Pacific islands is
dependent on copra.
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